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317-759-5559 2018 summer school guidelines online learning provides flexibility for students to enjoy summer
and earn high school credits. georgia standards of excellence curriculum map mathematics - students further
explore functions, focusing on the study of linear functions. students develop understanding of the connections
between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations, and solve mathematical and real-life problems
involving such relationships. michigan merit curriculum high school graduation requirements - this document
is intended to provide general guidance. due to the complexity of the law, policies and guidance will continue to
evolve. for specific information regarding the law, please refer to public acts 123 and 124 of 2006. course
selection information - katy isd - course selection information the foundation high school program +
endorsement (fhspe) katy isd freshman class of 2018 - 2019 information for students and parents common core
state standards - common core state standards for mathematics table of contents introduction 3 standards for
mathematical practice 6 standards for mathematical content endorsements frequently asked questions - katy isd
- endorsements frequently asked questions general 1. does every student have to graduate with an endorsement?
no. a student may opt to graduate f oundation high school program only without an endorsement if,
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